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1 Design as a reference regarding the
question of Science?

„Design“ - Google Bilder, 11 October 2012



2 There is a considerable extension of the
concept „Design“!

Quellen: NextDesign 2012, Klaus Krippendorff, The Semantic Turn, 2006
 



2 There is a considerable extension of the
concept „Design“

Quelle: UNIDIR, 2012

For example:

A Framework Document for
Evidence-Based Programme Design on Reintegration

Derek B. Miller and Lisa Rudnick

Produced by the United Nations Institute for Disarmament Research
in support of the Inter-Agency Working Group on Disarmament,
Demobilization and Reintegration



3 Design has / claims extremely broad subject
matters

Quelle: Jonas

KnowledgesProcessesFormsWolfgang Jonas

EthicsLogicAestheticsAlain Findeli (2008)

Epistemology

study of designerly ways of knowing,
the 2000s

Praxiology

study of the practices and processes
of design, the 1960s

Phenomenology

study of the form and configuration
of artefacts, the 1920s

Nigel Cross (2001)

PeopleProcessProductsBruce Archer (1979)

The usefulThe efficientThe beautifulDavid Pye (1978)

MoralReasonJudgementImmanuel Kant

The useful (Utilitas)The solid (Firmitas)The beautiful (Venustas)Vitruvius

The good (τὸ ἀγαθόν)The true (τὸ ἀληθές)The beautiful
(τὸ καλὸν)

Platon

Areas of InterestSubject matters /Authors



4 Relevant / selected definitions of design /
design research / inquiry

Herbert Simon, 1969:

“Everyone designs who devises courses of action aimed at changing
existing situations into preferred ones.”

Bruce Archer, 1981:

“Design research... is systematic enquiry whose goal is knowledge of,
or in, the embodiment of configuration, composition, structure,
purpose, value and meaning in man - made things and systems.“

Alain Findeli, 2008:

“Design research is a systematic search for and acquisition of
knowledge related to general human ecology considered from a
'designerly way of thinking' (i.e. project-oriented) perspective.”



"Inquiry (design, W.J.) is the transformation
of an indeterminate situation into a unified
whole through the controlled and directed
determination of its constituent parts and
relations."
John Dewey 1938

4 Relevant / selected definitions of design /
design research / inquiry



5 The Age of Anthropocene requires new
approaches

Quelle: The Economist, 26 May 2011



5 The Age of Anthropocene requires new
approaches

The Anthropocene
might become the
age of joint
endeavour of
Design & Science,
reconciling
analysis, action
and ethics...



6 Indications of convergence of Design and
Science

The concept of the “Sciences of the Artificial” (Simon 1969).

Designerly insights into the paradoxes of rational action (Rittel
xxxx).

The increasing importance of design beyond the product:
services, systems, organizations, scenarios, social design.

The concept of the “trajectories of artificiality” (Krippendorff
2006).

The concepts of Practice-led research, Project-grounded

research, Research Through Design. Design as
evolutionary learning process.
The hype concept of “Design Thinking” (Brown 2009).

The approach of “Design Fiction” (Bleecker, Lukic xxxx) and
“Critical Design” (Dunne, Raby xxxx).

The exploration of the concept of abduction in Design (Chow
2008, 2012, Chow & Jonas 2010).

The scientific concept of “problems of organized complexity”
(Weaver 1948).

The forgotten controversy at the beginning: Cartesian
rationalism vs. Montaignean scepticism (Toulmin 1992).

The increasing importance of generative and synthetic forms
of research in the sciences, for example in engineering, nano-
and genetic design (Pfeifer xxxx).

The evidence generated by empirical laboratory studies
(Knorr-Cetina xxxx, Rheinberger xxxx, ...).

The considerations of STS and ANT: "We have never been

Modern" (Latour 1998). The emerging concept of Mode 2
Science and Transdisciplinarity Studies
(Nowotny et.al. 2001, Nowotny 2006).

Design-based research in management, pedagogy, nursing, etc.

Grounded theory building as creative action in the social
sciences (Strauss xxxx).

                  <<< Design
Indications / evidence for the shift of design towards the
creation of socially robust knowledge...

                     Science >>>
Indications / evidence for the shift of Science towards dynamic
designerly processes of socially relevant innovation...



7 Alice and the Red Queen

The paradox of the Red Queen, 
or: Progress in socio-cultural development?

Quelle: Lewis Carroll 1996: 151, 152



8 Design as the interface-building discipline

Quellen: Alexander 1964, Simon 1969, ...

Design (evolution,
learning, ...) is
operating  in the
hybrid interface
region,
connecting
contextual
opportunities
and threats with
artifactual
strengths and
weaknesses

form
(the artefactual)

context,

Design



8 Design as the interface-building discipline

Example:

fit / non-fit - the concept of interface (Alexander, Simon)

Great Eastern, Millwall Docks, London, 1857/58 Schiffswerft Dawartz, Tönning,1965

fit - not yet fit - no longer



9 Systems and contexts in Science and Design

cases

experience

data

scientific model

design model

context irrelevant

context significant - changing

prediction

projection

time



10 Knowledge gaps between systems and
contexts

technology

body

communication

psyche

Knowledge gaps between consciousnesses, bodies and communications

Quelle: Dirk Baecker: "Wie steht es mit dem Willen Allahs?", Zeitschrift für Rechtssoziologie 21 (2000), Heft 1, S. 145-176 (163)



10 Knowledge gaps between systems and
contexts

Design tries desperately (and competent) to bridge these gaps by means of
artefacts ...

... there would be no need for Design without these knowledge gaps (there
would be just causal / functional links)

consciousnesses
psychic systems

organisms
bodies

communications
social systems

mechanisms
artefacts

Design



11 Science has to protect the modern myth

Latour´s first 2 paradoxical constitutional guarantees of modernity:
1. Even when we construct nature, it is as if we did not.
2. Even when we do not construct society, it is as if we did.

nature society

immanent

(the chaos of the
human world)

transcendental

(the eternal order of
nature)

H2O §§

The Laboratory
Robert Boyle

(1627-91)

Leviathan
Thomas Hobbes
(1588-1679)

transcendentalimmanent

Quelle: Bruno Latour (1998) Wir sind nie modern gewesen. Versuch einer symmetrischen Anthropologie, Frankfurt / M.: Suhrkamp



11 Science has to protect the modern myth

Quelle: Bruno Latour (1998) Wir sind nie modern gewesen. Versuch einer symmetrischen Anthropologie, Frankfurt / M.: Suhrkamp

Latour´s third paradoxical constitutional guarantee of modernity:
3. Nature and society must remain absolutely separate; the work of
purification must therefore remain separate from the mediation work

essence, practice of purification, transcendence
knowledge

material
existence, practice of mediation, immanence

nature society

the laboratory is located in the hybrid

knowledge production in Design and Science
is operating in the hybrid

quasi-objects are acting as mediators



12 Problems of prediction and control in Design
and Science

Both Science and Design deal with systemic
wholes:

- not completely determinable
- limited control

Both Science and Design have
evolutionary character:
- based on the past, experimenting
with the new
- limited predictability



13 Evolutionary patterns in natural and artificial
processes

Socio-techno-cultural processes reveal evolutionary patterns ...

Quelle: xxxx



13 Evolutionary patterns in natural and artificial
processes
The myth of creation from scratch:
Nature, Design (and Science) is always
building on what is.

Quelle: Jan Michl, "On Seeing Design as Redesign“, 2000



13 Evolutionary patterns in natural and artificial
processes

The conscious Design process (A - P - S) is just the variation part of the
evolutionary trial&error process. By means of research Design tries
desperately to achieve control of the selection- and re-stabilization phases

Design (and Science) is creating variation in sociocultural evolution ...



14 Evolutionary patterns suggest circular
processes
Circular processes produce evolutionary patterns ...

Feigenbaum-diagram
(logistic equation):
Xn+1(λ) = 4λXn(1- Xn)

Xn(λ) 

λ



14 Evolutionary patterns suggest circular
processes

Quelle: Rupert Riedl (2000) Strukturen der Komplexität. Eine Morphologie des Erkennens und Erklärens



15 Experiential learning / pragmatism as
epistemological assumption

Quelle: John Dewey,How We Think, 1910

ask

investigate

create

discuss

reflect

Dewey´s 5-step learning cycle



15 Experiential learning / pragmatism as
epistemological assumption

Quellen: Kolb, ID Chicago

 

induction

deduction



inductiondeduction

abduction

real

abstract

analyticsynthetic

16 3-stage knowledge generation models -
introducing abduction

hypothesis

intuition

trial & error



16 3-stage knowledge generation models -
introducing abduction

Quelle: Jonas

Transformation
Knowledge

Target KnowledgeSystem knowledgeTransdisciplinarity Studies

ImplementationIdeationInspirationBrown (2009)

Design PracticeDesign ExplorationDesign StudiesFallman (2008)

SYNTHESISPROJECTIONANALYSISJonas (2007)

The RealThe IdealThe TrueNelson & Stolterman (2003)

ChoiceDesignIntelligenceSimon / Weick (1969)

ArtsDesignScienceArcher (1981)

ConvergenceTransformationDivergenceJones (1970

Phases /components / domains of knowledge productionAuthors

AbductionInduction Deduction



17 Mode-2 integrates Design and Science by
means of PROJECTION

Quelle: Jonas

Scientific Research /
Mode-1 Science

Transformation
knowledge

Target knowledgeSystem knowledge
Design Research /
Mode-2 Science /
Transdisciplinarity

„Normal Design“

SYNTHESIS
deduction

PROJECTION
abduction

ANALYSIS
induction



17 Mode-2 integrates Design and Science by
means of PROJECTION

acting
realization

observing
research

reflecting
analysis

planning
synthesis

macro cycle

micro cycle

ANALYSISSYNTHESIS

PROJECTION

a digression ...



17 Mode-2 integrates Design and Science by
means of PROJECTION

hypercycles

acting
realization

observing
research

reflecting
analysis

planning
synthesis

Operationalization by means of MAPS:
Matching ANALYSIS - PROJECTION - SYNTHESIS
http://www.designprocess.de

a digression ...



Axioms of Transdisciplinarity

-The ontological axiom: In nature and society and in our knowledge thereof
there exist different levels of reality of the subject and accordingly different
levels of the object.
- The logical axiom: The transition from one level of reality to another is
guaranteed by the logic of the included third.
- The epistemological axiom: The structure of the totality of the levels of
reality is complex; every level is determined by the simultaneous existence of
all other levels.

18 Strong Transdisciplinarity provides an
axiomatic basis

Quelle: Nicolescu 2008



19 Conclusion: Not merging but reflected
interrelation of Design and Science

Quelle: Liz Sanders



19 Conclusion: Not merging but reflected
interrelation of Design and Science

 

Quelle: Jonas

From C1 to C2...



19 Conclusion: Not merging but reflected
interrelation of Design and Science

Quelle: Ranulph Glanville: "A Ship without a Rudder", 1997

Reflecting observer / designer positions

Research AS design ???research ABOUT designinwards

research THROUGH designresearch FOR designoutwards

Inside the design system

C2
2nd order cybernetics

Outside the design system

C1
1st order cybernetics

Observer
position

Observer
looking

the surface of the looking glass...



 

20 Epilogue: Alice entering the room behind the
looking glass

Quelle: Lewis Carroll 1996

Observer inside the design /
research system looking
inwards

„They don´t keep this room so
tidy as the other“, Alice
thought to herself ...


